
In the September 1 Budget Update, Finance Minister Colin

Hansen had to admit to a runaway deficit and announced

measures to deal with it. The budget increases some taxes but

does not significantly reduced government departmental

estimates. The main attempt at damage control is through

reductions to ‘discretionary’ expenditures (which are mainly

grants).

Taxes
The biggest tax increase is, of course, the implementation of the

HST. While the ‘transition payment’ is spread over three years,

the actual tax itself doesn’t come into effect until three months

into the 2010/11 fiscal year. In that year it is expected to yield

some $180 million more than the current PST would have,

after taking into account the various exemptions for each tax.

On September 1, Minister Hansen announced that the

provincial 7% portion of the HST will be rebated on home

energy costs (electricity, natural gas, heating oil, propane)—

this is in addition to previously announced rebates on gasoline

etc, and this is expected to cost the government $175 million in

2010/11.

A separate tax will be applied to private sales of

automobiles, which are currently subject to PST but not to GST.

This is anticipated to yield $75 million in 2010/11. The hotel

room tax will be eliminated and replaced by HST. The current

sales tax on liquor will be eliminated and replaced by HST; this

would represent a reduction in the price of alcohol, so the

Liquor Control Board will increase its mark-up to make up the

difference!

Medical Service Plan premiums will increase by 6% per year

(this has nothing to do with the HST). The current credits for

GST and Carbon Tax for low income British Columbians will be

increased.

Personal income tax will be reduced by raising the personal

allowance; small business income tax by raising the threshold

and reducing the rate to 0% by 2012.

Government Departments
As far as departmental spending is concerned, the only real

percentage reductions were in the Environment and Small

Business ministries, which each took a 20% cut. 

In general, the expected cost of running the government did

not change between the February and September budgets.

Health and Education were up by about $100 million each, but

they have very large budgets anyway.

Discretionary Spending
The September version of the fiscal plan anticipated a $454

million reduction in ‘discretionary spending’; the only

significant expense decrease. 

Now BC knows what ‘discretionary’ means: that the

government may not send you the money, even if they sent you

a letter saying they would give you a grant. Arts and sports

groups across the province were taught this in the last couple of

weeks when they received letters saying they would not be paid.

The premier further confused everyone by saying that the

government always fulfilled its commitments, but ‘they’ve got

to be real commitments.’ 

However, the day after the budget, following threats of a

class action lawsuit by groups that had letters from last year

saying they had three-year commitments, the government

quickly reinstated these particular groups’ grants. 

Nonetheless, this $21 million was a drop in the bucket in

comparison to all this year’s applied for and expected grants

that have not come through. This year’s applicants had been

left in the dark without the usual letters of conformation by the

start of the summer. But neither had groups had any

information denying funding nor any indication of the cuts.

Indeed, they had to continue to organize their annual events

and programs if they were to take place at all.  

All of which tends to indicate that the government was not

unaware of the impending shortfall but left the province’s

cultural organizers to swing in the breeze. These groups,

including arts groups, such as the Victoria and Vancouver

Fringe Festival are now left in financial chaos.

All these relatively small grants (maximum $60,000 for

most organizations) which did not materialize make a lot of

activities possible for a many people; their withdrawal has an

impact on the economy and culture completely out of

proportion to their effect on the provincial budget. (See also

related articles, pages 4,  5 and 8.) 0 
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Before the budget was the throne speech which, looking back

on it, beggars belief. It began thus: ‘Today, more than ever, we

must all dedicate ourselves to our children and grandchildren.’

BC’s August 25 throne speech for the first session of the 39th

parliament went on from this motherhood sentiment to

descended into doom and gloom: -‘the worst recession in 27

years’ – ‘economic maelstrom’ – ‘seismic economic shifts’ –

‘shrinking revenues’ - ‘the fiscal cupboard is bare and currently

hangs on a wall of deficit spending’— a combination of natural

disasters, fraught with metaphor. The coupling of the two

sentiments may have been no accident. 

And a crisis is an opportunity for change, and BC’s Liberal

government has taken the opportunity of the severe economic

downturn to make a massive change in tax regime.

The HST Revelation
The provincial government seized the admonitory moment to

announce the adoption of the Harmonized Sales Tax. Never

mentioned during the election campaign, the revelation of the

HST so soon after the government was re-elected has raised

suspicions. Never mind; Ontario adopted the HST in March,

and BC must be ‘competitive’ with that province in attracting

investment and creating jobs. 

The final deciding factor seems to have been a kick-back of

$1.6 billion offered by the federal government. Ontario took

their $4 billion bribe and distributed it to families to help them

adjust to higher costs for services not previously subject to

provincial tax. BC took the money and used it to help fund the

government.

The Meat and Potatoes
So, much of the front end of the Throne Speech was devoted to

convincing British Columbians that shifting $2 billion in taxes

from industry to consumers would eventually benefit them. Not

immediately, but eventually—maybe.

A selected listing of other measures follows, items followed by

an ‘?’ are in government-speak and require you to translate:

• no increase, or rollback, in public sector wages

• ‘our (government) workforce strives to rejuvenate its ranks

for the future, in the face of its aging profile’ (?);

• ‘public funding devoted to public transit and ferry services

should not be used to subsidize unreasonably high compensation

levels’;

• ‘Adherence to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

should not prevent government from maximizing its public

investments in independent, regulated authorities’ (?);

• ‘Government will introduce legislation to restrict cell phone

use while driving a vehicle’;

• ‘We will act, this session, to legislate labour mobility for all

Canadians wanting to work in British Columbia and to advance

open trade with Alberta under the TILMA.’ (?); and

• ‘require all public buildings to use wood first as their default

building material, inside and out’ (?).

Legislation
Besides another one-time amendment to the Budget

Transparency and Accountability Act to permit deficit budgets

through to just before the 2013 election, and the above

mentioned Labour Mobility Act, the Throne Speech had little

new to offer. The majority of legislation will be bills left on the

order paper at the end of the last abbreviated session of the

Legislature. They will be reintroduced, including the Insurance

Amendment Act, Strata Property Amendments Act, Wills,

Estates, and Succession Act, Police Amendment Act, and a

‘strengthened’ Lobbyists Registration Act.

Directions
More verbal athletics: we have ‘many miles to walk’ before the

Recognition and Reconciliation Act is introduced, but the

government reiterates its determination to carry through with

agreements with First Nations. 

And there’s more: on climate change: ‘the plan we are

pursuing…will not be derailed’; fresh water as a ‘rich resource’; a

Species at Risk Task Force; ‘specific direction’ for the supposedly

independent BC Utilities Commission; a new Asia Pacific

Gateway Authority (for the Northern Corridor through Kitimat

and Prince Rupert); a ‘major initiative … to encourage affordable

market housing in BC’ (?); and ‘full-time, five-year-old

kindergarten will begin to be delivered in schools throughout

British Columbia in September of 2010.’

Praise and Promotion
The hyperbole increased: ‘As we confront the challenges of

today, we are preparing to welcome the world to British

Columbia, Canada, in 2010.’ Our guests, and ‘billions’ of

viewers, will be introduced to ‘a model province in a model

country.’ Besides the obligatory encomiums to ‘our province’s

unbelievable beauty’, ‘we will show a population that is

cosmopolitan and open to the world, an economic climate that

welcomes investment and a workforce that is productive,

innovative, and creative.’ Finally, ‘In BC, we live amongst the

mountains. May we all commit to keep our province strong and

reach new summits together.’ 

Maybe things weren’t so bad after all. 

But when words are chosen in the way they have been in the

Throne Speech, it makes you wonder. The other shoe dropped

with the budget update a week later. 0
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T
he provincial government’s September Budget Update

demonstrates a breathtaking level of fiscal, managerial,

and, yes, political incompetence. The impacts of deficit

reduction now fall directly on the citizens of British Columbia.

During the election period, which started soon after the

February budget (with a $495 million deficit), the Premier was

in complete denial about the continuing deterioration of the

economic situation. As a result, there could be no attempt to

adjust government programs, either to provide economic

stimulus, or to reduce costs. 

Even after the election, neither the deteriorating provincial

economy nor plummeting resource revenues stirred the

government to any management action. 

But as deficit reality set in, the premier and his finance

minister seized upon the HST and the accompanying $1.6

billion federal government kick-back as the ‘magic bullet’ to

save the budget. 

When the HST proved not to do the trick, the only target left

for expense reduction in the $40 billion budget was a category

termed ‘Discretionary and other spending.’ This apparently is

an element in all departments, and, as shown on page 8 of the

government’s September fiscal plan, shows a reduction from

the February budget to the September update of $454 million. 

In a province where resource extractive revenue is clearly

failing, it should not have escaped the government’s notice that

this multitude of grants to all manner of groups was the only

remaining source of immediate stimulus. 

Grants should have been increased, not cut. Giving money

to groups who will spend it in worthwhile ways throughout the

province is a commonsense remedy. It is certainly a politically

astute one.

Cutting discretionary spending was another wrong move

and, yes, incompetent government. 0
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